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INTRODUCTION

Need

At the Affierican economy Continues its-erratic course where some
industries are honking while others are declining, the challenge to
vocational education remains greater now than ever before. Computer
tchnolcily in the 1980s will invade virtually all major occupations;
radically changing the work place world. Computers, and other high-
technology spin-offs. will become an integral part of many Americans'
lives. In Florida; already a leader in space-age technology, the needs
to incorporate this new techrzlogy into ezisting curricula will be
vital to the economic survival of the state.

portends many changes for vocational education; As new
technological tools join the more traditicoalwethodsnowin use, voca-
tiomal education programs must quickly adapt to the changing needs of
business and industry. This will not only involve_ changes to the
curricula of the various vocational programs, but it will altia demand
a_madern and comprehensive planning and support syste m for those voca-
tional programs. Vocational education must be able to integrate the
new teChnology into the classroom. This will be true for many areas,
including printing, automotive mechanics, and medicine, in addition to
the early users of this technology, like office occupations;

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was enacted nearly twenty
years ago....At that time, over 75 percent of the states used a facil-
ity planning sethodology which allotted a certain amount of floor atea
for each student to be housed in a given program (84tkunas. 1166a).
Since then, the hulk of professional research into Depraved 'method's of
planning educational facilities has come to emphasite the design of the
facility based upon the_nature of the instruction that is planned to
occur in the program. At Nerden (1968, p, 14) stows:

The building shbuld sera tame program. The facility
should not be planned until_the groups to be served and
the curriculums to be provided are finalited. There is
little wisdom ikapproximating the square footage* student
capacity and equipment budget until these basic questions
have been answered.

And if, as many researchers maintain, the vocational facility must be
designed to support the needs of these many rapidly changing programs,
that will demand a flexible and rerponsive method of planning those
vocational facilities. Facility planning methods adopted in the 1950s
are likely to need modification for use in the 19804;

Exactly how is the present method of planning vocational facil-
ities deficient, if at all? Arid, what are the neceseaty elements of
an improved method? The answers are not simple. But, vocatiaftal
educators are finding it increasingly difficult to meet the changing



needa of the American work place with facilities planed using a for-
mula that specifies minimum square footage alIcwai,...es per student.
However, that is the method still in use in many states, including
Florida.

what is needed instead is a method which builds_Upon the curricu-
lum to be taught in_the vocational program. This methodology uses the
curriculum as a guide to help determine the activities which the learner
should master, and,_ from thito to identify the equipment needed by the
student to master the skills in the curriculum. The eqvipment lists.
in turn, can then be used to determine the size of any instructional
area, together with the heed for auxiliary spaces, particularly
storage areas. This approach fLtoilitates other tangential facility
planning considerations, such as the needs of handicapped students or
of women entering vocational programs that have historically been
dominated by men. And perhaps most important of all, the approach
taken by this new methodology focuses attention on the skint to be
imparted to the learner and incorporates those skills :into the facility
planning process. As more ar4 more vocationil programs convert to
competency-based curricula emohasizing the _job-related_ skills which the
student must master in order to be successful in the chosen vocational
speciaIt1 after graduation, the importance of thecurriculum_takes on
added significance. _In today's society,_the curriculum should deter-
mine the equipment that is necessaryp_and the space needs of the equip-
ment should guide the determination of the floor space required by a
vocational program.

It is this need that the present project addresses. This report
describes the development and field testing of a facilities planning
methodology that first determines the curriculum to he taught. and then
uses that curriculum to identify the equipment needed. and, finally,
uses both to estimate the floor space neede0 for agiven vocational_
program. The facility planning methodology presented in this report is
preliminary; Through its user it can be further refined to meet the
needs of the State of Florida.

Failure to accept this challen9eto desi4n facilities based upon
the nature of the instruction to take place in thee- -will, leave
Florida's vocational _education system in the amorphoua situation of
trying to deliver Modern, eomPetency-based curgicels through the 444
of facilities planning methods adOpted in an era when the eutritUUa
was defined by the minimum number of contact hours of inotrmction.
Florida cannot meet the challenges of tomorrow, nor even the problues
of today. by using the facility planning methods of yesterday.

Review of Literature

Most states take seriously their responsibliitiem to plan cOmplete
and comprehensive vocational-technical education ptggrams that nett the
needs of their citizenry: Many such studies have teen funded,_each with
a varying utility for other researchers_about til,abark on a similar
task; The more important of these Studies are reviewed here.



Studies of 15 or 20 years ago emphasized specific *ingredients*
in the vocational program, !much as a cookbook lists the ingredients in
a recipe; Kishkunas (1966a) published a survey of space standards for
vocational programs of every state in the nation; At that time; it was
particularly common for state education departments to specify standards
incorporating minimum floor areas, with little or no regard for the con-
tent of the curriculum to be taught.

Following passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, a_
gradual shift occurred away from the specification of cookbOok-style
standards. Instead, alternate methods were substituted which first
identified the principal elements of the curriculum and then tailored
the facility to meet the needs of that program o instruction.

This literature review examines both the cookbook-oriented and
the curriculum-oriented approaches to facility planning. Both have a
role in a carefully constructed facility plan, and neither is an end
in itself. The first section of this review examines important con-
cepts in the planning of vocational education facilities. Before we
begin such plena ourselves, it is important to know what constitutes
a good facility plan.

Following this, we examine the methods used by others to prepare
facility plans. While each method purports to address the same topic,
the actual content varies widely. Some facility plans attempt to pre-
sent specifications for system-wide planning for an entire state voca-
tional education program. Others were prepared for the purpose of
planning a particular program or site-specific facility. Our intent
here is not to attempt to determine which are more complete or more
appropriate for its intended purpose. Indeed, that is beyond the scope
of this report. Instead, we identify the common core elements of a
vocational facilities plan, as well as important elements that are
unique to one c= another planning methodology, but which also have
particular relevance to the_pretent model for determining building
space requirements of vocational programs.

In a_third section, we summarize_ those studies_ which present
standards identifying floor space_requirements. As has been mentioned
above, studies which emphasize this "cookbook" approach often have_
limited utility. However* when they are viewed as a resource, rather
than an end in themselves* they can have value to the vocational
facility planner.

One important consideration in the planning of vocational educa-
tion facilities is the equipment to be housed in the facility when it
Decomes operational. Identification of the equipment required for a
given program is an exhaustive and time-consuming process. Because
many pr ;vi studies have prepared equipment lists: oT vocational
programs, they beccee another resource for the vocational facility
planner. Of_ course, the equipment required for any_present or future
program can be expected to -vary from -the equipment identified as being
necessary for any previously designed program* However, the use of
equipment lists from previous studies can provide a etstrting point for



present-day studies that require the specification of equipment for a
given program.

Information Remired for Planning_vocational-TechnicaI Education
Facilities

In this section of the literature review, the various kinds of
information required by architects and other building design profes-
sionals before they can prepare construction details for a particular
vocational program are examined. Unfortunately, there is no common
terminology for this program-specific information. The terms, "guide-
lines", "specifications", 'atandards", and "design criteria" are used
almott interchangeably from one study to another. But, what we are
talking abeut is, 'the written outline of the vocational and technical
education program and the facilities needed to accommodate that pro-
grae Nisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical, and Adult
Education, 1964, p 16; Chase, et al., 1965, p. 20).

The relationship of the instructional facility to the program of
instruction is an important one. The Council of Educational Facility
Planners explains why:

Expressed in another way, 'the buildings Should serve
the program.' The facility should not be planned until ease
groups to be served and the °curriculums to be provided are
finalized. There is little wisdom in approximating the
square_footage, student capacity and equipment budget until
these basic questions (concerning the curriculum) have been
answered. (Nerden, 1970, p. 14)

Regardless of how much authors agree that the needs of the pro-
gram should guide the design of the facility, there is less agreement
on the speetfic content of manuaks designed to facilitate that procest
.Por example, Valentine and Conrad (1967, p. 79) state:

Although planning manuals can get very specific. the
manuals should also be open- ended. The planning guide is
not_intended specifically -and primarily to help the archi-
tect: it is to help the educator do his planning before the
architect begins to come up with a design solution.

This standsin sharp contrast to the view championed by Stallsmith
(1974, 0: 6):

After the desired instructionel program has been
definTA, it becomes necessary to begin the more detailed
aspects of the planning sequence. Educational specifica-
tions are detailed descriptions and standards which may
serve as a basis for facility planning decisions .Educa-
tional specifications are a critical part of the planning
process. The more detailed and complete they are the more
likely they will serve as a useful tool to the architect.



The architect will be able to transfer these specifica-
tions into a preliminary layout with a minimum of design
changes;

But, the problem of the contsnt of facility standards involves
more than the "general vs. specific" discustions by itself. Kishkunas
(1966b, p. 7) presents_ several other factors which often tend to limit
the utility of standards:

A number of usable standards, which provide recom-
mendations for total space, total equipment, and even
environment, are available for facility plarining. How-
ever, these standards, many of which are reccomended by
state departments of public instruction, have qualities
which tend to make them inflexible and out of date the
minute that they are put down on paper. Some of the
qualities are:

1. Standards are based on the apparent success of
existing facilities to meet the needs of courses written
in the past.

2. Recommendations are made for single courses con-
ducted in single rooms.

3. Locations of perimeter walls are assumed to be
unchanging.

4. Sizes of classes are assumed to be unchanging.

5. The possibility of making new equipment arrange-
ments is assumed not to exist.

Other authors have identified additional aspects of the facility
plan which do not receive sufficient attention. Gildan and Buckner
(1981, p. 5), writing for the Florida Department of Education, state:
"Facilities are very important to equipment selection. The size and
type of equipment needed should determine the nature of the facili-
ties. Too often it is the other way around." Stallsmith (1974, p. 8)
elaborates on this point:

It is essential that equipment lists and equipment
layouts become a part of the specifications so the archi-
tect has some idea of proposed mechanical requirements and
design layout features to be desired in the preliminary
layouts. While it is not necessary to list 'hand tools and
pieces of equipment which will be stored in cabinets, it is
necessary to list all those items which require floor space.
The equipment list should be separated by rooms and by fixed
or movable categories. Information needed for each piece
of equipment is the floor space required and utilities
required.



The need for storage, mentioned above by Stallsmith, is itself an
important consideration. Valentine and Conrad 11967, p. 3) state,
"Storage is the most overlooked factor in designing an educational
facility." The result of inadequately planned storage is that valuable
laboratory work space is often sacrificed, frequently resulting in
additional safety hazards (Stallsmith, 1974, p. 8).

There is one final consideration in planning vocational-techni-
cal education facilities which has not yet been mentioned. Myron
Bender (1978, p. 23), in summarizing the task of the educational
facility planner, reminds readers that:

The goal of environmental design is to provide facili=
ties that will support and enhance the curricular programs
and instructional actions. The model of an environmental
system...includes four components: (1) physical facilities;
(2) instructional equipment; (3) laboratories supplies and
materials; and (4) the learner. The latter is the most
important of the four components since our objective is to
prepare individuals for the future.

Elements of the Facilities Des -ign Process

The previous section of this literature review examined_the types
of information required in planning vocational education facilities.
But" the necessary information has been identified, it still
remains to be determined how that information will be applied to the
actual process of planning the facilities. This was not a problem in
the "old days", when the cookbook approach was used. One simply counted
students into groups of the desired class size, assigned one teacher to
each group, and put the groups in classrooms having a specified minimum
floor area. Stanford University, in designing a vo-tech center with
several unique features, used this method in Richmond, Virginia:

In order to determine the number, kind, and size of
the educational spaces which will be required to house the
pre-technology program in the Richmond Unified District,
the following procedures were employed:

A. The number of students_ that could normally be
expected to enroll in each of the elective and required
courses were determined for approximately 360 students.
This prediction was based on previous program experience
(1961-1966) in the existing high schools.

B. The information thus obtain.4 was translated into
the number of periods required to meet an enrollment of
360.

C. Bated on the number of periods needed for each
subject area, the number of teaching stations was deter-
mined. (Plutte, 1965, p. 17)



Today the problem of designing vocational education facilities is
compounded by the trend toward competency-based individualized instruc-
tion and by the increasingly recognized need for. flexibility in the
facility once it_has been built and put into service. Louis Kishkunas
(1966b, p. 1) calls everyone's attention to this:

Creating flexible facilities does not relieve educa-
tors of the necessity of careful planning. Furthermore,
existing space standards upon which facility planners now
depend do not provide solutions to problems created by new
developments in education4 Some of the new developments
ares^ dynamic relationships between different subject areas
and resultant efforts to share subject material, space, and
equipment; small, medium, and large group instruction; and
new courses involving the use of new equipment types.

So what, then, is the best way to proceed in attempting to plan
the amount of space required for a vocational program? Again, there
is no consensus in the field. Different authors use diffarent methoda
with varying degrees of success. But, the different methods, in turn,
often highlight unique elements in the design process--elementt that
may hive had particular significance to those authors at those points
in time. We now examine the unique aspects of the many studies which
continue to have relevance to today's facility planner.

Seldom do studies by different authors agree so completely as the
1964 study for the Wisconsin State Board of Vocational; Technical, and
Adult Education and the 1965 study for the United States Department of
Health, Education, a:d Welfare; These two studies present the follow-
ing detailed planning specifications which the authors suggest should
be part of any study to allocate space to vocational programs:

Statements of the philosophy and objectives of each
of the subject offerings.

Space requirements, numbers, and kinds of rooms
needed for each subject field.

Special utilities and service needs in shops and
laboratories.

Relationships of spaces required or preferred.

Environmental factors needed or desired. (Wisconsin
State Board of Vocationali Technical, and Adult Education,
1964, p. 16; Chase, et aI;, 1965, p. 20)

The Michigan Department of Public Instruction (1964), ia a bul-
letin prepared to help designers of industrial education facilities;
called for greater attention to be given to the size and type of equip-
ment required for the program being planned; A similar, but later,
study for the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction elaborated on
this need:



After the desired instructional program has_been
defined and scope and sequence of_courses planned out,
it becomes necessary to begin estimating space needs....

There are three basic space requirements which should
be considered. They are: (1) station allowances--space
for basic machines, teaching systems, work areas for stu-
dents around the machines, and a minimum of safety clearance;
(2) station circulation burden--general circulation allowance
within that area of the laboratory containing stations, such
as aisle space and traffic patterns; (3) general circula-
tion--space allowance for general support facilities, such
63 clean up and future expansion. This last space cateE
gory usually amounts to about 25 percent of the total of
(1) and (2). (Stallsmith, 1974, p. 6)

Other authors call attentlion to additional design criteria, which
they- suggest are important to a facility plan. The planning guide
developed by the Council of Educational Facility Planners suggests the
importance, among -,her things, of the need to specify whether the
curriculum is to emphasize "practice exercises" or "customer work"
(Nerden, 1968, pp. 36-38). A study for the Maryland Department of
Education by the Council for Exceptional Children suggests the need for
enormous detail in the educational specifications, even to the point
of identifying floor and counter work surfaces, lighting brightness,
and accoustical characteristics, in addition to the other, more com-
mon, facility planning guidelines (Abend, et al.., 1979); Stallsmith
(1974) calls for educational planners to include a floor plan for each
laboratory showing the location of each piece of equipment. And,
lastly, Sledge, et al., (1980), and the United States Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (1968), state that it is essential to
provide access for handicapped and disabled students when planning
today's vocational education centers.

Ultimately, the question of 'balance" must arise. Infinite detail
in developing specifications for educational facilities can only occur
when there are infinite resources. And, in education today, resources
are not infinite. In fact, they are constrictingi, In the preparation
of the model for facility planning presented in this project, an attempt
has been made to emphasize a select number of criteria which, from our
perception of the current state of the art, seem to be crucial to the
facility design process, while still attempting to keep the process as
simple and straightforward as possible;

elmnr s_pace_Requirements

In the previous sections of this literature review, we noted that
the specification of minimum floor areas apart from other considera-
tions associated with a given curriculum--should be avoided. HoWfver,
one frequently encounters facility planning guicks Which do, in fact,
emphasize minimum floor areas to the exclusion of all -(or almost all)
other design criteria. When this occurs, it may come as a result of a
carefully developed plan which was not presented with the study listing
suggested floor areas.

= 8
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Sometimes the floor areas are incorporated into state law, admin-
istrative rules, or local regulations. This is the present situation
in Florida (Florida Board of Education, 1978), as well as in many other
states. Kishkunas (1966a) found 75 percent of states responding to
nationwide survey of space requirements for vocational facilities were
then using methods which incorporated minimum square footage etandards.
But, Kishkunas (1966a: pp. 4-5) recommends care in the use of tabula-
tions of square feet per student:

A note of caution must accompany the presentation of
this material. At best, stace standards can be no more
than a very general guide in facility evaluation and plan-
ning. Although many stater provide specific rpazg recom-
mendations, no respondent provided information about the
curricula of the course for which these areas are recom-
mended. It is probable that the activities included in
the curriculum for a certain class in one state will vary
considerably when compared to the activities for the same
course in another state. Obviously, no evaluation of the
space provided for a subject is meaningful without a clear
picture of the activities tha:: are carried on in the sub-
ject.

Caveats such as the one above, however, do not deny the utility
of such studies; They simply reinforce the important concept that the
application of simple measures of the ratio of students to instruc-
tional_(and other) floor space must be used cautiously when they are
applied -to situations other than the ones for which they were orig-
inally developed. most researchers -agree on thispoint,_and many
manuals have been written Which apply this general_principle to
numerous vocational specialties. Many of them followed closely behind
the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,_but in recent
years the number of such studies has declined. The following pats=
graphs describe some of the more noteworthy facility studies.

Agriculture. Most of the facility guides for agriculture and
agribusiness programs use the "cookbook" approach, as was done for
Florida's vocational programs in agriculture (Flotida Department of
Education; 1968). That is also the case with North Carolina's coun-
terpart, now badly outdated (North Carolina State Department of Public
Instruction, 1962). A study done by the State of West Virginia is
different only in that it includes exploded diagrams and materials
lists for such furniture items as cabinets for storage of student pro-
jects, magazine display racks, and other similar items (West Virginia
Boazd of Education, 1967). It does not indicate whether the instructor
is rttpontible for building tbote classroom items nor whether those
designs are the "approved" designs. A better reference, largely
because it is never, it the guide publithed by the Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction, "Buildings and facilities for vocational agri-
culture/agribusiness departments" (Sledge, at al., 1980).

Rome economics. One of the two sou:ces identified for planning
home economics programs was prepared by the Ohio Department of Education



(1967), and, while it is now somewhat dated, it is both a well-written
and comprehensivt" treatment of its subject. It discusses nine differ-
ent types of activity centers that are generally found in home economics
departments, including: child care, clothing and textiles, and food
and nutrition. It addresses storage needs and furniture and equipment
required by the program. It also includes a number of miscellaneous
features not often found in facility planning guides, such as program
options with respect to lighting, floor and counter surfaces, and
wiring.

The other home economics facility planning guide was one of a
series prepared by the Center for Vocational and Tec_lAcal Education at
The Ohio State University, (Meckley, et al., n.d.). It presented a
complete methodology for conducting a facility study, including all
forms required to determine floor space and equipment needs. The forms
identify the major components of the instructional program and, using
that information, identify the different types of instructional areas
required by the program. Other volumes inthis series are discussed
later in this section of the literature review.

Industrial-education. Several facility planning guides for indus-
trial arts education programs were identified in -the course of -this
literature review. The most far-ranging report is one prepared for the
Wisconsin_Departhent_ of Public Instruction (Stallsmith, 1974). It sug-
gests_a planning methoddlOgy and includes samples of the data collec-
tion forms bp be used in determining facility needs. Most bopics in
any other similar studies are also discussed in this publication. Fur-
ther, it includes such esoteric topics as financing the vocational
facility and an analysis of Occupational Safety and Health Act require-
ments for industrial education programs.

Another good source was prepared for the Virginia Department of
Education (Hughes, et al., 197e). It presents a methodology for deter-
mining lab floor space requirements and equipment needs keyed to the
industrial equipment lists for eight different types of industrial arts
labs.

Two other studies are of less utility to the facility planner;
The first, by the Michigan Department of Public Instruction (1964).
includes discussions of the ..Tore common topics such as space and equip-
ment needs, plus such topics as dust collection by the heating and
ventilat'on system, Soundproofing requirements, and safety require-
ments. But, the discussion is far too brief to be more than a very
general guide. The second study, by Bender (1978), is altogether too
brief.

Labs and shops. Of all the different elements of a vocational
program, laboratory and shop facilities are often regarded as the most
important. This has resulted in the publication of a variety of guides
for planning shops and labs. Of those identified in this literature
survey, the Mississippi Department of Education (1967) prepared the
most comprehensive; It discusses a variety of lab-oriented programs;
Emphasis is placed on safety, particularly as it relates to other pro-
gram elements, such as equipment needs. storage, and floor space

=10=



requirements. Never is there a reference to any ratio of square feet
per student, but instead the report discusses the contents of the cur-
riculum of twelve types of shops and how that, in turn, affects facility
needs.

Another good discussion of laboratory space needs is that of
Mehallis (1970), presented as part of a workshop on facilities and
equipment planning for vocational programs held at Colorado State
Um'versity. Doctor Mehallis discussed the general tequtrements of
labs, together with suggested data collection forms to be used in
identifying floor space needs and necessary equipment;

The Ontario Department of Education (1968, 1969) prepared two
studies on shop requirements which are somewhat traditional in their
approach, but which also address a wide range of issues in shop plan-
ning. They are somewhat unique in that they present elevation drawings
of shop facilities along with suggested floor plans.

Other facility guides. The Ohio State University Center for
Vocational and Technical Education was very active in the late 1960s
preparing facility planning guides for a number of programs. Each used
a similar format, often including identical wording for standardized
sections of each report; All of the Center's reports applied a uniform
methodology to the problem of identifying facility needs; Sample forms
were included with each study; This literature review bacatPd six such
studies: automotive service trades (Adana, 1969), data processing
(McIntosh; 1968), electrical technology (Sitterlee, 1969) , home eco-
nomics (Meckley, et al., n.d.), laboratory animal science technology
(Collins and Farnsworth, 1969). and machine trades (Larson, 1968).

E.guipment-Weeds-of-Vocational-Pogr ass

Identifying equipment needed for a vocational program is a pains-
taking process. Perhaps that is why so few studies include equipment
lists with their recommendations of the necessary amount of floor
space for vocational programs of a given type. In Addition, earlier
studies generally do not discuss the curriculum content of the voca-
tional program when presenting lists of instructional equipment. For

example, a study on vocational facilities and equipment for agricultgral
programs written by the West Virginia Board of Education (196'i, p. i)
states:

This publication...has been developed to assist county
boards of education, school administrators, and teachers of
vocational agriculture in providing facilities 4'.or depart-

fments of vocational agriculture in West Virginia. The bulle-
tin can...be used as a guide for established departments to
expand program (sic) and provide the necessary facilities and
equipment for effective vocational education.

Compare the above study, which includes no reference to the cur-
riculum, with the following report prepared for the Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction (Sralinmith, 1974, p. 22):



The only real basis for selecting equipment is the
educational program to be offered within the facility;...
Activities determine the choices of equipment; It is
critical that the selection committee be aware of the
curriculum and the activities Which will be experienced.

One recent publication which (Ices include better information con-
cerning thr_ curriculum than it normally encountered is Sledge, et Al.,
(1980). This document, prepared for the WiScontin State Department of
Public Instruction, discusses equipment not only in terms of the amount
of space required for that equipment, but also in terms of the amount
of space that is required for access around each piece of equipment.

Perhaps one of the better available methods of keeping the cur-
riculum in mind when working with equipment lists for a vocational pro-
gram is to use the V-TECS catalogs, which incorporate curriculum tanks
with the equipment required by the student to complete the tasks; In
fact, that is the method used in the present study to prepare a meth-
odology for determining building space requirements for vocational
programs in Florida; No other studies were discovered in this litera-
ture review which used V-TECS catalogs for any similar application.

Purpose and-Objectives

As was previously stated, a need exists to expand present methods
used to identify_facility requirements of vocational programs to include
an examination of the curriculum and of the equipment needed to support
that curriculum. This project serves as a point of beginning in this
prozess.

But, it should be kept in mind that there is no single "best"
method for determining building space needs for vocational programs;
Furthermore, the model presented as part of this research will, no doubt,
be subjected to review and possible revision by numerous other individ-
uals in the field of vocational education before it is adopted for
general use in planning vocational education facilities in Florida.

Thus, it is the purpose of this research to develop an alternative
methodology which incorporates a detailed examination of the curriculum
in determining the building space required by vocational instruction
programs in Florida. The specific objectives by which this project
attains its stated purpose are as follows:

1. TO identify_the_important elementt of a curriculum-oriented
facilit planning metlitidology WhiCh are keyed to the instructional con-
tent of competeneyRdased vocational programs;

2. To develop a facility determination model that permits build-
ing space standards to be identified for competency-based vocational
programs in Florida:,

3; To field test the facility determination model on selected
vocational programs in Florida; and



4. To evaluate the facility floor space standards obtained in
the field tests: a) through input obtained from advisory committees
formed for the purpose of assisting with the field tests, and (b)
through a comparison of the results of the field testa with floor
space allowances prescribed by the state board of education.

METHOD3LOGY: DEVELOPMENT Q THE MODEL

Important Elements_of_As Facilitrlqanning Methodology

The review of literature, discussed in an earlier section of this
report, pointed out numerous important aspects associated with the
determination of floor apace estiaates. Many o those features were
incorporated into this facilities planning model. However,-some design
considerations thatwere speCifilyoriented to a particular voca7_
ttonal provam had to be omitted. This was, in large part,_due to the
fact that this facility planning methOdology was to -be sufficiently
flexible to permit its application to any vocational program.

The Curriculum Should Determine Building_Space Needs

The most frequent comment recurring throughout the professional
literature is that the curriculum should guide the design of the instruc-
tional facility. The amount of floor area allotted to a given vocational
program should not be determined by some fixed standard that is uniformly
applied toallvocational programs. Nor should it be determined by
comparing the floor space allotments of a given vocational program to
the allotments of other programs, even closely related programs.

The overriding consideration is that the floor space allotment in
a given program should be designed to support the instructional activir
ties of that program. Seldom will two separate and distinct vocational
programs have sufficiently similar curricula to justify, on that consid-
eration alone, the same floor space allotments. But, when this rare
situation does occur, the allocation of identical amounts of building
space should be justified by the results of a careful investigation.

Perhaps the greatest advantage associated with the use of a facil-
ity planning methodology derived from the curriculum to be taught is
that input from instructional personnel will almost certainly be required.
many of the disadvantages associated with more traditional methods,
methods which allocate building space based on some specific formula
that identifies floor area per pupil, do not permit input from instruc-
tional personnel; As the formula becomes more and more outdated, the
need for adjustment in the formula becomes greater. The only appropriate
remedy is to provide a mechanism whereby the advice of instructors is
made an integral part of the facility planning process.

The Importance of Storage

While it is important that the instructional areas be of a tuffi=
cient size to permit the desired learning to take place, it is Alto
important that the vocational program have adequate storage space.



Many authors cited in the literature review commented that storage
facilities are frequently inadequate to support the needs of the pro-
gram.

Furthermore, the lack of adequate storage, or of appropriately
designed storage areas, often results in unnecessary equipment remain-
ing in instructional or shop areas. This, in_turne can result in an
increased likelihood of theft, perhaps resulting in greater insurance
or equipment replacement cuts.

In additions the storage of equipment in shop, instructional, or
other nonstorage areas cam increase the chance of accidental personal
injury. In extreme situations, such personal injury could result in a
lawsuit which might involve both expensive litigation and, in cases
where the school board does not pro ail, even bore expensive settle-
ments due to negligence on the part of the school Andi even though
the probability of such situation ever occurring is small, the con-
sequences could be very large when that remote event happens.

The Identificatinn nf MdfrecsAry PrOgraM Fo'tOpM0Ont

Facility plans of 15 or 20 years ago seldom gave any attention to
the equipment to be housed in a given vocational program. They, instead,
mentioned only the floor space allotment per student. Or when equip-
ment need.' were taken into account in determinimg minimum floor areas
rer student, the final floor-space-per-student ratios often did not
provide a discussion of the rationale or methodology by which the
equipment space needs were integrated into the ninimum floor areas.

The result was a method for determining floor apace for a given
vocational program that obscures the relationship between the instruc-
tion and the equipment necessary for that instruction to occur; As
technological advancement results in changes in a given vocation, the
equipment needs may also change; However, the tendency to use the same
ratios of floor areas per student often persist for years after the pro-
gram's equipment needs have changed, with the vocational instructor
constantly having to "make do" with outdated space allowances.

The problems with the above=described approach to planning apace
requirements for a vocational program are well known in the professional
literature. The thrust of recent research indicates a clear need to
provide greater visibility for the equipment used in a vocational pro-
gram when the program's floor space allotment is being determined.

Key Steps in This Model

On the important elements of a sound facility planning method-
ology had been determined, it was then necessary to incorporate them
into a workable methodology suitable for use in the State of Florida.
TO do this the overall facility planning process was divided into a
sequence of five separate tasks, as shown in Figure 1. The following
sections discuss each task, illustrating bow the essential elements of
a facility plan are incorporated into the present methodology.



Task 1: Identify what is to be taught

I...Task 2: Identify how it is to be taught

Task 3: Identify what supplies and equipment

are needed to teach it

Tail: 4: Identify how mud) space is needed

Task 5: Evaluate the space required for the

program

Figure 1. Overview of the Model for Establishing Facility Standards
for Vocational Programs.
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Identification of What Is To Be Tenght

The curriculum should guide the design of the educational facil-
ity. This concept forms the backbove of the present facility planoing
methodology. Because the model prepared as part of this research pro-
ject was to address a broad range of vocational proerans, it had to
have flexibility by design. But, it also had to permit attention to be
focused to the specific needs of each particular vocational program.

To balance these two objectives, the model calls for an advisory
committee to be formed for the planning of each vocational facilitlo
Their job is to oversee ete transformation of the curriculum into floor
space estimates for the prograti-. Their input guides the process. through
each of the steps in the model;

While it is simple to state that vocational facilities should be
designed based upon the needs of the curriculum to be taught,_the
actual implementation of the process is complex. V-TECS catalogs
(catalogs of uniformly structured performance objectives prepared by
the vocational-lechnical Education Consortium of States) were used to
identify the ptincipal taskt to be included in the curriculum of the
program for which facilities were being designed.

The use of the V-TECS catalogs for the purpose of identifying the
content of the curriculum for a given vocational program seemed sem-
sible, simce the catalogs: (a) include only those tasks that have
direct relevance to a student's successfol performance on the jobs and
(b) include for each task the toolsc materials, and other instructional
resources that are to be given to, and used by, the stuient in master-
ing the program. Without the use of the V-TECS catalogs, each of these
curriculum-related activities becomes a formidable undertaking. In view
of this, it remains a surprising fact that there has been no previoot
mention in the professional literature of the use of V-TECS cataines for
either of these purposes.

Identifioation-of sequeeces. This methiOdolow continues beyond
the identification of the content of the program curriculum. Onee
those teaks that comprise the curriculum have been .;dentified, the
advisory committee is then asked to identify related groups of tasks
that should be learned as part of an instructional sequence. As axed
here, a "sequence" refers to a series of tasks that should be learned
in a 1-2-3 order, cm task directly following the next!.

For example, in an automotive mechanics program, the advisorY
committee may decide that two performance objectives pertaining to a
car's alternator--one on diagnosing the malfunction and the other on
repairing the nalfunction--shouLd be learned in sequence.y.

The purpose of identifying sequences of instruction is to call
attention to closely related tasks so that in later facility planning
activities, :hen the method of instruction is being determined for a
given instructional task, the advisory coamittee oo111 be able to examiree
each t a s k in t h e sequence to s e e w h e t h e r or not a ct mmon method of

23
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instruction can be used fox all tasks ie the sequence. Where this can
be done without coffierbeising the delivery of any of the ttaks included
in_ an instructional sequeaceethen_a cost savings may oceur_in the over-
all program. Of course, if the nature of the tasks comprising the
sequence suggest that a Cemmon method Of instruction is not sufficient,
then the more appropriate methods should be recommended, hOWever varied
they may be.

Identificetien of tElIesuisillai In a manner similar to that
uaed for instructional seeuences, this methodology also identifies
instructional prero4utaites for each of the tasks in ttla eurriculum,
Instructional prerequisites are tasks (or petformance objectives asso-
ciated with those tasks) which develop knowledge or skills that are
necessary for the students' successful completioieofLateeeand gen-
etelly more lex, performance objectives and which are thus required
to be so ccessfully pqmpleted prior to the stvtdents' attempting the
later eerfermanee objective.

Por example* in the autbietive meehanics pregrem mentioned above,
the two tasks associated with tee alternator_mght have as a prereq-
uisite another task pertaining `'Co the removIl amid replacement of the
fan belt, since the fah beat would normally have to be removed before
the alternator could be repaired

While prerequisites may never present a problem in the instruc-
tional curriculum, that sometimes is not the case; Vocational pro-
grams that have many prerequisites early in the course of instruction
may need more of the instructional materials and the occupation -
related 'tool~ associated with those prerequisite tasks than might
otherwise be the case if there were no (or few) prerequisites; The
possibility of such bottlenecks occurring is diminished when the pre-
eegeisites are Lore evenly spread throughout the curriculum or when
there are relatively few prerequisites.

Identification of How It will 86-Taoght

After the content of the curriculum has been determined, the
advisory committee must reconmend an appropriate method of instruc-
tion for each of the tasks in the cerriculum. The possible choices
include: (a) instruction in eitber large or small groups, (b) learn-
ing activity packages used in individualized instruction, (c) carrels
equipped with a movie, ex sleAe preeector or with a television and
video cassette pearer, or (d) laboratory work, either instructional
exercises gag actual work;

It is important to identify an appropriate instructional method-
ology her each task in the vocational program: The V-TECS catalogs
provide a relatively complete inventory of the occupation-related tools,
machines, end materials required to complete a given task. But, they
do not eddress the means whereby the knowledge or skill pertinent to a
given task is to be eultivated in the student.

2
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Nevertheless, some type -of instructional support may be required.
Some methods of instruction affect facilities planning more than
others. For example, learning activity packages-or other_Workbook-
oriented instructional materials will require relatively little
storage space, perhaps a few linear feet of shelf space. On the other
hand, specially equipped carrels will require substantially more floor
space. But, whether the instructional resources associated with a
particular task are space-consuming or not, they are important in any
comprehensive examination of floor space requirements.

ta=Teach_the_Program

The third step in determining the floor space requirements of a
vocational program involves specifying which supplies and equipment
Are needed to teach each task in that program. The V-TECS catalogs
usually provide a complete inventory of the occupation-related tools
and equipment required for the student to learn each taSk. Instruc-
tional supplies and equipment are identified from the W.TECS catalogs
and from the advisory committee recommendations on appropriate methods
of instruction.

Based on the number of students to be serviced by the vocational
program and the number of tasks requiring a particular item, the total
number of each separate piece of equipment can be calculated.

Identi fide tibia- o-f-iiiova-Muth-Spece-Ie-Needed

Two separate activities comprise this step in the_facility plan-
ning Methodology. The first is to have the advisory committee iden-
tify where each item is to be located in the instructional facility.
Large machinery will remain in open areas of the lab or shop, whether

they are in use or not. Other smaller items will be stored when not

in use. But, where? Beneath counters and work tables in the shop

area? In cabinets? Hanging on a wall? Or, possibly, on shelving?
It is the advisory committee's task to determine where each item in the
program is to reside when not in use.

The second activity involves calculating the amount of each type
of space required for all items in the program. To do thit, the size

of each item in the program must be determined. Large pieces of equip=--

went must either be measured directly or estimated from manufacturer
supply catalogs. In addition, space must also be included around each
large equipment item to permit its safe use and to allow pupils to view
the instructor demonstrating its operation.

If items are to be stored When not in use, the amount of storage
must be estimated, and that, in turn, must be translated into some
measure of floor area. For example, workbook* requiring six linear
feet of shelving may require only About one square foot of floor area,
assuming that six one-foot shelves can be installed one above the other.

After this has been completed for the entire program, the neces-
sary floor area for the vocational program can be estimated by adding

- 18 -
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all previously identified floor areas. Additional floor space allow-
ances must also be included to permit access to storage and equipment,
for trafficways through the instructional area, for restrooms, for
student lockers and dressing rooms, and for fire exits. The state
board rules (Florida Board of Education, 1978) provide guidance with
respect to what amount of floor space is necessary for these purposes.

The result is a preliminary estimate of the building space
requirements of the vocational program.

Evaluation of the Snace_Req0red_for_the_Program

The final step in this facility planning methodology involves the
advisory committee reviewing the preliminary floor space estimates
prepared for the program. The committee is charged with the task of
reviewing the final result to verify the reasonableness of the floor
space estimates. Where modifications are warranted, they are presented
to those persons coordinating the facility planning effort so that
appropriate adjustments can be made in the total recommended floor
areas. Once these adjustments, if any, have been made, the final esti-
mates of building space required for the vocational programs are now
complete.

Field Testinof_the_Model

Any new method for determining the floor space required for a
vocational-technical education program must be tested prior to its
adoption and further use. Without thorough field tasting, it is impos-
sible to know whether the model does, in fact, provide usable in!orma-
tion about the building space needs of a given program. This section
of the final report discusses the procedures used in field testing this
model and the results of those field tests.

Field tests were initiated for a total of six vocational pro-
grams. Those programs, and the schools which participated in the
field tests associated with those programs, are shown in Table 1.

The Advisory Committees

Each field test included an advisory committee composed of at
least one vocational educator and at least one practitioner of the
occupation. The actual number varied from six people, three educators
and three practitioners as outlined in the proposed methodology, to
two people, i.e. one educator and one practitioner. Table 1 includes
the number of advisory committee members used for each field test.
For the convenience of the volunteer participants on the advisory com-
mittees, the project field test coordinator worked individually with
many of the committee members at hisiher place of employment.

The Field Test Methodology

Except as noted above, the field tests themselves were meticu-
lous replications of the facility determination model As the



Table 1

Vocational Programs and Educational

Institutions which Participated in Field Tests

Business/
Vocational Industry

Program School Consultant Consultant

Architectural Drafting Gulf Coast Community College 1

Automotive Mechanics Santa Fe Community College

Diesel Mechanic6 Orange County School District 3 3

Licensed Practical Nursing Santa Fe Community College 2 2

Printing Lively Area Vocational-Technical Center 1 1
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participants in each test completed each set of forms,_project staff
would collect and process them; The information thereby obtained
would be incorporated -into the next set of forms,_and copies of the
new forms would be delivered to the advisory committee me:ethers.

Despite the schools' willingness to cooperate* the field tests
involved a considerable commitment -of -time on the part of the parti-
cipants. Since participation in the field tests was voluntary, the
participants were neither paid for the service they provided, nor
relieved from any of their other day-to-day duties. Because the
field -test_ activities required hours to complete, they often pre-
sented a dilemma to the volunteers who could not complete both the
field tests and the other duties associated with their respective
occupations--the duties for which they were paid.

Architectural_Draiting

The facility determination study for the Architectural Drafting
program was the first field test to be completed. Architectural
Drafting_also had the shortest V-TECS catalog, and that fact may
account for its swift coopletion. The longer, more intricate cur-
ricula required correspondingly longer times to permit advisory com-
mittee members to complete each set of forms.

A notable omission occurred in the V-TECS catalog for the
Architectural Drafting program. It did not include a drafting table
as one of the items to be provided to the learner. Understandably,
drafting tables are one of the most common pieces of equipment in use
by the profession (Schurter, et al., 1981, p. 63).

The results of the field test suggest that_architectural draft-
ing programs warrant a smaller amount of space than_would be-pre=
scribed by draft administrative rules now being refined by the
Department of Education. Table 2 summarizes the bOildAng space needs
suggested_by the_WOdel, comparing it -with the_floor space allocations
proposed in the draft rules. The Mddel provides only one-half of the
floor space allotment recommended by the draft rules. The largest
difference between the two floor space tabulations is in the instruc-
tional area. The motel recommends a total of 1,017 square feet of
space in the instructional area: 796 square feet for active instruc-
tion, 9 square feet for active storage, and 200 square feet for access
and circulation. This compares with 1,620 square feet in the draft
rules;

Printtryg__Occupations

As was the case in the field test for architectural drafting*
tht fatility determination tbdel_recommended less floor space for a
printing program than is required by either current state board rules
or proposed revisions to those rules. Table 3 compares the square
footage allotments of the present methodology, the current state
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Table 2

Results of the Facility Determination for

Architectural Drafting Programs as Compared with Floor

Space Allowances of Draft State Board Rules

Areas-

Facility Draft
Determination State Board

Mbdel RU es

Instructional

Storage

Noninstructional:

Entrance, Traffic

796 Sq. Ft. 1520 Sq. Ft.

9 Sq. Ft. 100 Sq. Ft.

Included
and Safety 200 Sq. Ft. Above

InclUded
Reproduction Room AbOVe 270 Sq. Ft.

Sink 20 Sq. Ft. N/A

Student Project
Storage/Lockers

Office Space

Model Shop

100 Sq. Ft.*

100 Sq. Ft.*

100 Sq. Ft.

100 Sq. Ft.

540 Sq. Ft.

Tctal Space 1225 Sq. Ft; 2630 Sq. Ft;

From Office of Educational Facilities, Worksheet: 6A-2 Rules. Draft
of July 9, 1981.



Table 3

Results of the Facility Determination for

Printing Programs as Compared with Floor Space

Allowani-es of Draft State Board Rules

Facility
Determination

Draft
State Board

Instructional

Storage

Noninstructional:

Entrance, Traffic
and Safety

Office Space

Student LoCkers

1709 sq. Ft.

242 Sq. Ft.

6515 sq. Ft.

250 Sq. Ft.

Included
488 Sq. Ft. Above

150 Sq. Ft. 150 Sq. Ft.

50 Sq. Ft; 50 Sq. Ft;

TOtal Space

=

2609 sq. Ft. 6965 Sq. Ft.
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board rules, and the most recent version of the proposed revisions to
the stath board rules.

Host of the difference in the facility space allotment between
the model and the state board rules (both the present and the proposed
rules) is associated with the amount of active instructional space
allotted to the printing program: The model suggests the need for
only 33 percent of the amount suggested by the present rules and only
26 percent of the amount suggestea by the proposed rules: Even after
uoninstroctional space for entrances, traffic, and safety (488 square
feet) are added to the instructional area allotted by the model, the
new square footage is still only 43 percent of the instructional area
given by the present rules, and only 34 percent of the area given by
the proposed rules.

Automotive Mechanics

The facility determination model for automotive mechanics recom-
Eended a similar amount of space for this program as that which was
recommended by the State Board Rules or the proposed revisions to those
rules; Table 4 summarizes the building space needs suggested by the
facility determination model, comparing it with the floor space allo-
cations in the proposed State Board Rules;

The percentage difference between the facilities determination
model and the proposed State Board Rules is only 1.;aM For this par-
ticular program,_ similar space weeds were identified by the facility
determination Model and the proposed State Board Rules.

Licensed Practical Nursing

For the licensed_ practical nursing program, the facility deter-_
mination Model_recomrended less space than did the proposed State Board
Rules. Table 5 compares the square footage_recommendations_of the fa=
Cility determination model with the_proposed Board RUles. In this pro-
gram* no change has been recommended in the proposed State Board RUlds.

The difference between the recommended space allocations using
the model and the space allocations recommended by the proposed Stets
Board Rules is 68 percent, with the lesser amount of space being recoar
mended by the facility determination model.

Evalua ti on_af the rielcl_Teat_Results

After the space estimates had been calculated, the vocational edu-
cator on the advisory committee evaluated the overall adequacy of the
floor areas suggested by the model. The evaluation covered the following
topics:

A) the instructional area,

b) storage areas,



Table 4

Results of the Facility Determination for

Automotive Mechanics Prograns as Compared with Floor

Space Allowances of Draft State Board Rules

Areas

Facility Draft
Determination State Board

Model Rules

Instructional 4457 Sq. Ft. 3945 Sq. Ft.

StOrage 163 Sq. Ft. 740 Sq. Ft;

Nominstructional:

Entrance, Traffic Included Included

and Safety Above Above

Office Space

Student Lockers

105 Sq. Ft. 105 Sq. Ft.

50 Sq. Ft. 50 Sq. Ft.

Total Space 4745 Sq. Ft. 4810 Sq. Ft.



Ta.,4e 5

Results of the Facility Determination for

Licensed Practical Nursing Programs as Ce=pared with Floor

Space AlloWances of Draft State Board Rules

Areas

Fadility_ Draft
Determination State Board

?Wel Rules

Instructional

Storage

Poninstructional:

Entrance. Traffic
and Safety

Office Spece

Student Lockers

280.3 Sq. Ft.

26., Sq. Ft.

2421 Sq. Ft.

200 Sq. Ft.

Included
488.0 Sq. Ft. Above

105.0 Sq. Ft. 105 Sq. Ft.

135.0 Sq. Ft. 135 Sq. Ft.

Total Space

26 .=

1035ii0 Sql Pt.

33

2861 Sq. Ft.



C) non-instructional areas4 and

d) the total space suggested for the facility as a whole;

Each of the above areas proposed for the Printing program was
cansired "adequate" bythe ti ssiovm -to rti ciryating in the field

test; There was no furtheramplification of those_ ratings on the
evaluation form (Form SE) that solicited "conMente en the adequacy
of the proposed space.

The instructor evaluating the proposed space for the Archi-
tectural Drafting program rated the instructional area as "more than
adequate*" but the amount of space beneath counters was considered to
be "inadequate."

Other storage areas had "adequate" amounts of space, with the
exception of storage on shelves, which wcs considered to be "inadequate"
for the needs of theprogram;Written comments pointed to the need for
sufficient shelving fora small library of trade journals_andprofes-
sional books; It was also suggested -that the program would also need
additional cabinet storage, especially for large map-Size architectural
drawings.

Space recommended nor noninstructional programs in the Archi-
tectural Drafting program was considerad to be "adequate' or "more than
adequate," -with one exception. The amount of office space was considered
to be "inadequate." Comments concerning these moninstructional areas
pointed out that the diazo_blueprint copy machine had to be located is
a separate room with positive ventilation to the outside of the building.

Overall, the space suggested for the Architectural Drafting pro-
gram was considered to be more than adequate by the vocational instructor;
He commented that a well-designed program should have a lecture room, as
wall as a continuously available dra:ting labi a storage room, a sink/
diazo room, and an office for the instructor.

The evaluation of recommended space for the automechanIcs program
was noted as follows; The instructional space was rated as more than
adequate; Storage space for tools and equipment was rated as being ade-
quate;

It was suggested that more space be allotted to cleanup. as
cleanliness is an important aspect to teach to automechanics students.

The evaluation of the proposed space allocations identified by
use of the facility determination Model for the licensed practical nurse
program made by the advisory committee indicated that space for the in-
structional area was adequatei The evaluations of the other storage
areas indicated that they were barely adequate; The advisory committee



pointed_out that more wall space was needed for displaying teaOhing
aidt and for storage of_sm,all_items. It was also noted that more
cleanup space was_ needed in the lab The total space recommended
was rated as barely adequate.



FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

This section of the project report is a discussion of findings
associated with the model in general, as opposed to findings relevant
to a particular fieidtest; Where limitations associated with the
facility planning methodology have an identifiable remedy, that is
discussed in the section on retteMendations. Where limitations to the
general use of the -model are fexind that do nothave_an apparent remedy;
that is reported with conclusions concerning the model and its use.

The Model Provides Minimum Space Requirements

It is the opinion of the project staff that the facility deter-
mination methodology provides realistic estimates of the minimum floor
space required for the necessary instruction. This is because of tLe
process involved in the model's methodology; it aggregates each item
necessary for the program in an incremental fashion and, consequently,
provides scant opportunity for any unwarranted room to be included in
the final space requirements for a given program;

I . r el 6..4

The facility determination model is a very involved undertaking
which requires a large cadre of people to complete hundreds of pages of
forms._ When examined individually, Lone of the forms is difficult to
complete. However, in many of the activities associated with the model,
there are_as_many_forms as there are performance Objectives in the pro-
gram. All these forms reqUire constant attention to detail. That_be=
comes increasingly difficult as the level of fatigue increases, and as
the level of participant interest decreases.

V-TECS Catalogs and Their Limitations

V-TECS catalogs for other sources of performance objectives) and
the information they contain form an indispensable part of the facility
determination model. But, V-TECS catalogs were not originally designed
for purposes of planning floor space required by vocational programs.
As a result, certain limitations to the use of the V-TECS catalogs for
facility planning purposes were identified as a result of the field tests.
They are discussed below;

The V-TIECS catalogs were prepared by different curriculum writing
teams. And, While a coMMon format is follows from one V-TECS catalog to
another, the level of detail in those latalogs varies.

=29=



The catalog of performance objectives for the automotive media:hitt
program submerges all common2y-used hand tools under the caption "proper
tools and equipment," and only itemizes special tools required -for a
given performance objective. many of the-other catalogs refrain from
this approach; instead itemizing each equipment item used in each per-
formanceobjettive._ The catalog for arthitectural drafting notes whether
or not the StUdeht it to_ haVe use of a scale, a triangle, pencils, pens,
or some cdebihatioh Of these items. These frequently-used items are a
part of any architectural drafter's 'toolbox," just as wrenches and screw-
drivers are a part of an auto mechanic's toolbox.

th addition to the problems associated with a V-TEL'S catalog not
srecifically identifying frequently-used items, they sometimes omit im-
portant items which should be included in the performance objective.
For example, in the architectural graphics V-TECS catalog, there it
never any mention of the student being provided with a suitable drafting
table, and the nursing catalog never mentions an examining table. Where
this occurs, it may go unnoticed by the facility dettreihatitin mahLger.
Of course; it should not go unnoticed by members Of the adViaOry obeli=
matteei but that did occur in the field test of the architectural graphics
program.

While the V-TECS catalogs _generally identify all, or nearly all,
of the equipment_ required to perform tasks in the curriculum; the cata-
logs do not mention locational requirements associated with that equip-
ment.__The V=TECS catalog for architectural drafting, for example,
identifies a diazo (blueprint) copy machine as being required by the
program. Elute it does not mention the need for the copier to be located
in a specially vented room designed to exhaust the ammonia fumes Which
result from the machine's operation. in a similar manner, the_V=TECS
catalog for printing trades identifies equipment that must be leitated
in rooms apart from those for the majority of the equipment._ Thit in=
cludes the platemaking and darkroom facilities, as Well as the camera
room.

As song as the facility deterMination manager, the parson coor-
dinating the building space study; is aware of this limitation in the
V-TECS catalogs, it should not present any Serious problems. But,
failure to recognile_thiS liaitatiOn could result in unrealistic space
estimates for a particular program.

No1ndication-Of-Instructional Materials

The final limitation of the V-TECS catalogs involves materials
Which the instructor may need to use in order to develop the desired
competencies in the student. For example, in the V-TECS catalog for
automotive mechanics, the instructor may introduce a complex repair
activity with a film that demonstrates the task to be mastered. Then



the student may attest the repair procedure_using_a cut-away Model
of the mechanism being repaired. Finally, the student would try the
procedure using an autnabbile.

But; the V=TECS catalog only mentions the tools and equipment
required for the final step in the learning process. That equipment,
Which hat instructional value only, is ignored in the V-TECS catalog;
And, perhaps, that is how it should be;. The V-TECS catalogs were not
designed to describe the learning process: They were only designed
to illustrate how tasks should be performed once they have been
mastered.



CoNCLIISIONS

The conclusions resulting from this research address several
different issues. First; there are conclusions associated with the
facility determination methodology snd the degree to which the objec-
tivcs of the project were attained: Conclusions are also discussed
concerning the utility associated with the use of V-TECS tataleg$
for the purpose of planning vocational facilities, COndlutiOnt of
possible importance to the profession as a whole. Add; finally;
conclusions concerning the relative costs and benefit of curriculum-
oriented facility planning are presented.

Realization of Protect Ob'ectives

The Objectives for this research project were attained: The
Important elements of a curriculum-oriented facility planning method-
ology were identified and used in the design of this model; The
COMpleted_todel was field tested; and the results of those field tests
Ake included in this report. And; an evaluation of the facility plan-
ning methodology was conducted; both by using input from the field
test advisory committees and by comparing the field test results with
the building space allowances presently in tse by the Florida State
Board of Education;

Not only was the model designed as stated in the project ob=
jectivesibut it also gave a good account of itself when it -was tried
in field tests; The advisory committeegeterally_underttood its role
in tine facility planning process, -and the activities incorporated in
the model did build upon one another, resulting in floor spice recom-
mendations which could be supported bated Upon the instruction occur-
ring in the vocational_ program. In other words; the model works as
planned. And this is in no way diminished by the fact that there are
several improvnAents recommended in the next section of this report;

Closely related to the conclusion that the model worked xmoothly
it the conclusion that the model provides usable answers concerning the
amount of floor space required by a given vocational program; This con-
clusion, of course; must be independently verified by educators on the
staff of the Division of ifccationaI Education; However, it it the con-
tention of the authors of this study that the model provide* reasonable
floor space estimates which are suitable for a point to begin planning
educational facilities;

Contributions_to-the-Field

Another conclusion which_this_researCh supports is that the V-TECS
catalogs are a valuable tool_ Which the edUdational planner can use to
provide an instructional Utility that is Mote in tune with the needs of
the curriculst. Insofar -as the project staff could determine; no pre-
vious studies in -the field_used the V-TECS catalogs or any other source
of performance objectives for this purpose.



Overall- of the_ModeI;

One of the reasons that more traditional facility planning
methodologies have dominated the field is the ease with which they
can be used to generate the floor space required by a vocational pro-
gram. One simply multiplies the ?Weber of students by some z.pecified
floor area allotted for each student. The methodology developed in
this project uses a much more complex procedure to obtain floor space
estimates.

_It should be noted that the procedure does not provide for
space for an instructor to accommodate materials or supplies not as-
sociated with teaching the tasks required to teach the occupation.
Nor does it allow for space to store large quantities of supplies.

Whether or not the facility determination methodology
presented in this research attains a wider degree of acceptance and
use will depend upon conclusions made by vocational_educators in
Florida concerning the overall costs and benefits of this methodology.
This is a more complex and costly_methodology than those commonly
used today: The cost of using this methodology; however, must be
weighed against the utility of the floor space recommendations it
provides.

The vocational education profession must balance the higher
costs- associated with this methodology against the use of some other
methodology which is less responsive to the content of the curriculum;
But, there are costs other then those directly associated with the
use_of this or that facility planning model; We live in an age of
rapid technological change, and the impact of that technology will
be increasingly felt in vocational education; If curriculum-oriented
facility planning models do, in fact, provide more realistic answers,
then the costs associated with not using them should also be considered.
Facility planners must recognize the less tangible costs to_society at
large associated with simpler, but less effective; methods for planning
educational facilities.

Here, no conclusion can be reached. If the State of Florida
Board of_Education finds this method to be an improvement over other,
more traditional, methods, it may choose to adopt this method; On the
other hand, if the Board concludes that the method presented in this
research does not provide sufficient improvement over methods presently
in use, then the new methodology is unlikely to achieve wider t1;;e;

Only time will tell which conclusion will be reached by professional
educators.



RECOMMENDATIONS

In the course of developing and :.sting this facility deter-
mination methodology, certain modifications were identified that seemed
as though they would improve upon the procedures recommended in the
present method. Those "variations on a theme" are_presented herd. It
is the opinion of the project staff that the use of these recommended
modifications will result in improvements in the overall functioning
of the model.

The_Need-for-a-Oontrolled Setting

Because the field tests were conducted without funds to permit
the advisory committe to meet at a central site the project staff
shuttled sets of forms to and from each advisory committee member.
This worked, but the process would have been substantially improved
if funds had been available to permit the facility determination study
to be conducted at a hotel meeting room or some similar facility.

_Firtt, all members of the advisory committee would have been
removed from the distractions present at their regular place of work.
At_it_wasv these competing distractions frequently commanded a higher
priority than did the facility field test. This is not surprising,
since the advisory committee members participated in the field tests
as unpaid volunteers.

Conducting facility determination studies at a hotel meeting
room or other "neutral" location would permit the facility determi-
nation manager to be available to answer_any questions which the ad-
visory committee might have._ In the field tests there was some con-
fusion, particularly among the business/industry representatives,
concerning the exact meaning of the terms "instructional sequences"
and "instructional prerequisites" used in the model. If the facility
determination manager had been in attendance while all the forms were
being completed by the committee, it would have been unlikely for this
confusion to occur.

A final reason for the advisory committee working at a common
location is that situations where the committee was not in agreement
could be resolved by the facility determination manager and the com=
mittee, rather than by the facility determination :nager working alone.
While these situations did not =cm: frequently, t!tgey are nonetheless
important. It is those few areas where the committee is therply divided
that deserve additional attention.

Any recommendation concerning the need to Cbt4dUet a facility
determination study at a hotel_ conference room wodld be incomplete
without an estimate of the costs associated with it. While the costs



may seem sizeable at first glance, they are relatively insignificant
when compared with the cost of the instructional facility itself; As
Table 6 shows, a total of about $7,000 would be required for each fa-
cility determination study.

The-Weed-f-or-CosputerS

The facility determination Model prepared as part of this project
was designed so that it was not_dependent_on the use of a computer.
However, the process_is inyolved and requires analysis of hundreds of
pages of forms containing data about the instructional program. The use
of a computer to assist in the data analysis would speed the process
noticeably. Use of a computer would also eliminate many of the presently
existing possible sources of human error; As now designed, the facility
determination model is ideal for use with a computer;

Recommendationsion_of_the_Hodel

In conducting the field tests of the facility deterMination MOdel,
discrepancies were discovered which need to be corrected in order to in-
sure that the model may be used for the function for which it was designed.
The following area suggestions which will help to correct the deficiencies
which were discovered. There is also a section Which discusses more ef-
ficient usage of some of the forms included in the manual.

EgUiSinlent-Lia-LS

It is essential that equipment lists for performance objectives be
complete. In using the V-TECS catalog for architectural drafting, a
drafting table, essential for most of the performance objectives, was
omitted. In the automotive mechanics program, even though 77 of 223 per-
formance objectives specified the lifting of the vehicle or lifting the
front of the vehicle' a car lift was not listed on the equipment list._
In the practical nursing program, there was no provision for the use of
the new prepackaged items which are used in most of the performance ob-
jectives. Students no longer assemble the items for use because of the
prepackaging which insures the use of sterile equipment.

The model makes no provision for consumable item* such as forms
which would be used by each student, or -the above -named prepackaged
items; There is also no provision for locked storage -a' certain items
to assure security of the item*, or for the storage of items which must
be secured for safety reasons.

In the licensed practical nursing program, even though it is
competency based, there is _a time limit on attaining the performance
objective, and so most students would be doing the same things at the
same times. The facility determination model formula for determining
the number of pieces of equipment needed should be revised to allow for
this phenomenon.



Table 6

Cost Estimate of a Facility Determination Study Conducted

at a Hotel or Other Similar Facility

Activity or Expense Item Cost Estimate

Advisory Committee:

6 people x 5 days @ $100/day

Facility Determination Manager and Assistant:

2 people x 6 days @ $40/day

Advisory Committee per diem:

6 people x 6 days @ $50 day

Travel Costs:

8 people @ $100/person

Supplies and Copy Costs in the Field:

4 days @ $100/day

Conference Room Cost:

5 days @ $100/day

$3000

600

1800

800

400

500

Total: $7100

Note: Salaries for the facility determination manager and for the
assistant manager are not included in this itemization;



Suggestions for the Use of theForms_i_n_SecU9n-1

It may not be necessary under Section 3 (Determine Necessary
Instructional Materials and Equipment) to- place_ equipment into the
categories of hardware, software, and toolt/machines/materials. The
equipment to be used in A competency-based instructional program could
be listed on one form: "Equipment Required for the Program." Thus,
forms 3B (for hardware), 3C (for software), and 3D (for tools, machines,
and other occupation-related materials) could be reduced to one form- -
Form 3B. This form would then be used to record items which have been
rated by the advisory committee as being necessary for a studert to
use for the stated performance objective.

The following step would then also require only one formi==
Form 3C (Equipment Necessary for the Program)--on Which could be re-
corded each piece of equipment needed in the program, and space for
recording the number of performance objectives in Which each piece of
equipment was used Nezt the calculation Would be done to determine
the total number of pieces of equipment seeded. The total, then, would
be placed on this form;

!Juggestions_for_the-Use-of-the-Formt in Section 4

After the advisory_committee has indicated where the various
pieces of equipment should be stored, On Form 4A: and the facility
determination manager hat indicated the most appropriate storage space
for each item, it is- necessary to determine how much space will be
needed for storage of the necessary pieces of equipment. The for to
be used for calculating the amount of storage space needed should in-
clude space for recording the size of each piece of equipment. This
would eliminate the need iorconstructing a list of items and recording
the size, then using this list in combination with the forme (FormA 40=
4G) to calculate space requirements;
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